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MASS FLOW MEASUREMENT OF GRANULAR MATERIALS IN AERIAL
APPLICATION — PART 2: EXPERIMENTAL MODEL VALIDATION
T. E. Grift,  J. T. Walker,  J. W. Hofstee
ABSTRACT. A system was developed to measure the mass flow of granular fertilizer material in aerial spreader ducts. The flow
process was regarded as the sequential passage of clusters containing multiple particles with varying diameters. An optical
sensor was used to measure the cluster lengths on the fly. In a low–density flow regime, the diameter of each particle could
be measured individually (this is called the “single–particle approach”). After conversion to a volume of a sphere and
multiplication by the true material density, the mass flow could be computed. In a high–density mass flow regime (called the
“mass flow approach”), particles form clusters, and cluster lengths would be measured instead of particle diameters. The
first step in performing mass flow measurement was to develop a reconstruction algorithm that estimates the number of
particles in a cluster from the measured cluster length. This algorithm, called the Exponential Estimator, was developed using
simulation and is reported in Part 1. This article, Part 2, describes the use of the mass flow sensor as well as the reconstruction
algorithm to assess the accuracy of the complete system. Tests were carried out under laboratory conditions, using mass flows
of spherical particles as well as urea fertilizer under varying flow velocities and densities. The mass flow of identical spherical
particles of 4.45 mm diameter was measured with an accuracy of 3%, even under high–density flow conditions. For granular
fertilizer, the flow was measured with an accuracy of 2% for high–density flows and 4% for low–density flows.
Keywords.  Mass flow measurement, Clustering process, Aerial application, Fertilizer, MatLabTM.
gricultural aircraft are widely used in the United
States and many other countries for applying
granular fertilizers and pesticides. Aerial
application of granular materials involves
metering the material into the spreader at a desired
application rate and uniformly distributing it over the target
area. The required material flow rate is governed by several
factors, including swath width and aircraft speed. The ideal
swath width and uniformity of distribution further depend
upon such factors as spreader design, physical characteristics
of the applied material, release height, and wind velocity.
Although the application equipment is usually calibrated
once per year (Gardisser and Walker, 1990), aerial
application frequently results in uneven distribution of
applied materials, causing yield loss (Grift et al., 2000;
Helms et al., 1987). Other potential problems are
over–dosing and non–target application on the ends and sides
of the treated area. This poses environmental risk and the
potential for damage to crops in neighboring fields.
For spraying applications, controller systems that
integrate GPS information with the output rate are used to
ensure a constant rate on the ground. For granular material
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application,  no such device is available. Often pilots rely on
experience to adjust the spreader output in cases of head or
tail wind. Without a direct feedback mechanism, this method
is unreliable.
An accurate flow sensor for granular material output of the
entire spreader would give the pilot much more control over
his work. Furthermore, if a sensor were placed in each
spreader duct, landing positions on the ground of the material
from each duct could be predicted. This system would
effectively monitor the lateral distribution of fertilizer. When
integrated with a GPS flight guidance system and controlled
gate/vane geometry, the system would produce uniform
spread patterns automatically.
The flow sensor developed in this study could be the key
component to a modern, precision agriculture approach to
aerial application of granular materials in the near future.
The objectives of this study were:
 To develop and test a system that measures the mass
flow of granular fertilizer particles in an aerial spreader
duct.
 To determine the limits of the system accuracy, in
relation to flow velocity and density.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
OPTICAL SENSOR
Grift and Hofstee (1997) developed an optical sensor that
measures the length of clusters of fertilizer particles on the
fly. This optical mass flow sensor is shown in figure 1. It
consists of a light source and two infrared photo sensor arrays
that act as digital on/off switches. The array output is
normally “high.” It becomes “low” when the light projected
onto the array is blocked. The lenses magnify the image of the
clusters to improve the accuracy.
A
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Figure 1. Principle of optical mass flow sensor.
The velocity and length of a cluster can be determined
using the output signals of the two sensor arrays during the
passage of a cluster. This principle is shown in figure 2, where
four events are frozen in time. When a cluster blocks layer 1
(event 1), the output of array 1 becomes “low.” When the
cluster unblocks the layer (event 3), the output becomes
“high.” The process is similar for layer 2/array 2 (events 2
and 4).
The velocity of a cluster is the distance between the sensor
arrays divided by the time between blocking events of layer
1 and layer 2:
ft
bv ∆= (1)
where
v =  velocity of the cluster (ms–1)
b = distance between the sensor arrays (0.885 mm)
tf= time between blocking events of layer 1 (event 1)
and layer 2 (event 2)
The total time a cluster blocks either layer (from event 1
to 3, or from event 2 to 4) is tp. The cluster length can now
be computed by multiplying the total layer blocking time
(tp) by the cluster velocity:
f
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where D is the length of the cluster (m). Note that the cluster
length measurement is independent of the velocity value. For
example, if the velocity doubles, then tf will halve, and so
will tp. Hence, the ratio remains constant.
The following assumptions were made with regard to
cluster length measurement: 1) the cluster velocity remains
constant during detection, and 2) no cluster reorganization
occurs during the cluster passage. Both assumptions are
reasonable because the distance between layer 1 and layer 2
is very small (0.885 mm), and hence the detection time is very
short (typically in the millisecond range).
The timing signals (tf and tp) and the total experiment
time were measured using a TC 1024 Timer Board (Real
Time Devices USA, Inc., State College, Penn.) under control
of an interrupt–based program written in C.
The most important source of error in the optical sensor is
defocus, which occurs when particles pass the sensor away
from the optical focal plane. This error is unavoidable. It is
caused by the non–coherent light source used in the design.
This light source has the advantage of not requiring precise
alignment of the sensor arrays as, for example, a laser light
source would. This is very important when the sensor is to be
applied in harsh environments such as an airplane in flight.
SENSOR CALIBRATION
To assess the magnitude of errors during cluster length
measurement,  fifty identical spherical steel balls were
dropped through the sensor by hand from a height of 5 cm.
The diameter of the steel balls was 4.45 mm, as measured
with a slide micrometer. The balls achieved a velocity of
about 1 ms–1 at the moment they were detected. After
dropping the fifty steel balls, the distance between the
light–sensitive layers (b in fig. 2) was adjusted to 0.885 mm
to yield a mean particle diameter of 4.45 mm. The histogram
of the measured diameters is shown in figure 3. The shape
suggests that the distribution is normal, and a normality test
in the statistical analysis program JMP (Sall and Lehman,
1996) confirmed this with 96% probability. The mean was
4.45 mm (calibrated) and the standard deviation was
0.15 mm. These values were used in the “thresholding”
process, which will be described later.
EXPONENTIAL ESTIMATOR AS 
RECONSTRUCTION ALGORITHM
The basic approach to mass flow measurement in this
study was determination of the number of passing particles
in a flow during a specific time period. In the “mass flow
approach” (MFA), the lengths of clusters are measured,
rather than the diameters of individual particles. Therefore,
a method that reconstructs the original number of particles
from measured cluster lengths must be applied. This
reconstruction algorithm, called the “Exponential Estima-
tor,” was developed by simulating clustering processes in
MatLab (1997), as explained in Part 1 (Grift, 2001). The
results of this research are briefly mentioned here.
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Figure 2. Cluster length measurement with mass flow sensor.
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Figure 3. Measured diameter distribution of 4.45 mm particles
determined by dropping 50 identical steel balls individually through the
optical sensor.
Event Ratio (ER)
This dimensionless variable is the ratio of the total number
of particles used in an experiment and the total number of
measured clusters that resulted. When the density of the flow
is extremely low, each particle is measured separately, and
the event ratio becomes “1.” This case, in which no clustering
occurs, is termed the “single–particle approach” (SPA) and,
as mentioned, can only exist for very sparse flow regimes. In
formula form:
N
EER = (3)
where
E = number of cluster detections (events)
N = number of particles per experiment
The event ratio is known in a laboratory experiment,
which is performed with a known number of initial particles
(N). In a practical situation, N is the quantity that must be
determined to perform the mass flow measurement. The
number of clusters (E) in a specific time frame can be
measured directly in a lab experiment as well as in practice.
Occupancy Rate (OR)
This dimensionless variable is the measure of the flow
density. It was chosen on intuition and based on the total
amount of space that is occupied by the particles (the
“particle–space”)  divided by the total length of “space” that
passes during a specific time period. In an experiment, the
total amount of particle–space is simply the total length of all
individual particles used. The total length of “space” that
passes is equal to the mean velocity of the clusters, which is
measured, multiplied by the total duration of the experiment.
In formula form:
tv
DNOR= (4)
where
N = total number of particles
D = mean diameter of the particles (m)
v = mean velocity of the particles (ms–1)
 t = total duration of the experiment (s)
In a laboratory experiment, all components of the
occupancy rate are available. The total number of particles
(N) and the mean diameter of the particles ( D ) are already
known, and the total duration of the experiment (t) and the
mean cluster velocity ( v ) are measured. In practice, there is
a continuous flow, and N and D  would not be known or
measurable in a chosen time frame. However, simulations
showed that the occupancy rate can be measured indirectly
through two measurable quantities, as described later.
Cluster Order
In the case of identical particles with diameters D,
“singles” were defined as clusters with length D (they are in
fact single particles), “doubles” were defined as clusters with
lengths in the range [D,2D], “triples” as clusters with lengths
in the range [2D,3D], and so on. Note that the name “triple”
does not imply that the cluster is composed of three particles.
Depending upon the cluster configuration, four or even five
particles can form a cluster with a length in the [2D,3D] range
and be termed a triple. A cluster that contains n particles was
termed an “n–particle cluster.”
In practice, measured particle diameters are always
distributed. Even the measured diameters of identical
particles contain small errors. For distributed particle
diameters with mean diameter  and standard deviation , the
categorization  process was defined as follows: singles are
clusters with lengths in the range [0, +3], doubles are
clusters with lengths in the range [+3,2+3], and triples
are clusters with lengths in the range [2+3,3+3].
This categorization process is termed “thresholding” and
can be performed in real time. Singles, doubles, triples, etc.,
are referred to as clusters of order 1, 2, 3, etc., respectively.
The total number of clusters per order is therefore indicated
by the symbols N0 for singles, N1 for doubles, N2 for triples,
and so forth.
Relationships
Simulations revealed a very simple relationship between
the event ratio (ER) and the occupancy rate (OR):
OReN
EER 1α−== (5)
The value of  was found to be unity for all four
particle–diameter  cases tested in simulation: identical,
uniformly distributed, normally distributed, and urea–dis-
tributed. Because the number of events per time period is
known, the total number of particles in the experiment (N)
can be estimated by rewriting equation 5:
OR
EST eEN 1
α
=
(6)
where ESTN  = estimated number of particles.
Another simple relationship was discovered between the
measurable ratio of doubles–singles and the occupancy rate
(OR):
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2 N
NOR = (7)
In simulation, the value of  was found to be unity for
identical–diameter  particles. In the distributed–diameter
cases, the relationship was still linear, but the slope was no
longer unity. The complete reconstruction formula based on
the ratio of doubles–singles is now:
( )0121
0_1
NN
EST eEN

=
(8)
or with  = :
( )0130_1 NNEST eEN = (9)
where
0_1ESTN
= Exponential Estimator based on the ratio
of doubles–singles
E = number of cluster detections (events)
 = constant (depends on the particle diameter
distribution)
N1 = number of doubles
N0 = number of singles
EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION OF EXPONENTIAL ESTIMATOR
The complete Exponential Estimator formula (eq. 9) was
validated by dropping 2000 particles from four different
heights (30, 46, 54, and 101 cm) to obtain different flow
densities. The particles were fed through a PVC pipe with an
internal diameter of 2.54 cm by dropping all particles at once
into a funnel that was placed on top of the pipe. The
separation of particles due to gravitational acceleration
resulted in varying flow densities or occupancy rates. The
experimental  validation of the Exponential Estimator model
was performed using a four–step approach:
1. Validation of equation 5:
OR
eER 1−=
For each experiment, the occupancy rate (OR in eq. 4) was
computed from the total length of all particles per experiment
(number of particles times the mean particle diameter
determined off–line) and divided by the total “space” that
passed the sensor during the experiment (mean cluster
velocity times total experiment time).
The event ratio (ER in eq. 3) was computed from the
number of detected clusters per experiment (E) divided by
the number of particles in the experiment (N). The number of
doubles and singles per experiment was determined by
thresholding.
The validity of equation 5 was determined by plotting OR
against the natural logarithm of ER and fitting a straight line
through the data in an Ordinary Least Squares sense with the
origin as a fixed point. This approach can be justified as
follows: When the event ratio is “1” (and its logarithm is “0”),
then the number of events (E) is equal to the number of
particles (N), and hence, all particles are measured
individually. This can only be the case when the flow is
extremely sparse and the occupancy rate tends to “0.” The
slope of the regression line was used to determine that  =
–(1/slope).
2. Validation of equation 7:
( )012 NNOR =
The parameter  was determined for identical–diameter
particles (4.45 mm) as well as urea–fertilizer particles.
Although in simulation the value of  for identical particles
was “1,” in practice the measurements have small variations
due to measurement errors, causing  to differ from unity.
Equation 7 was validated by simply plotting the ratio of
doubles–singles against the occupancy rate and, as with
equation 5, fitting a straight line through the data in an
Ordinary Least Squares sense. The origin was used as a fixed
point because the occupancy rate tending to “0” implies the
single–particle  approach, in which no particle overlap occurs
and the number of doubles (N1) is “0.” The slope of the
regression line was used to determine that  = (1/slope).
3. Validation of the combination of equations 5 and 7:
( )013 NNeER −=
Here, the relationship was converted to:
0
1
3ln N
NER −= (10)
and the ratio of doubles–singles was plotted against the
natural logarithm of the event ratio. As before, a straight–line
regression was performed with the origin as a fixed point, and
 = –(1/slope).
4. Validation of equation 9:
( )013
0_1
NN
EST eEN

=
The complete Exponential Estimator was validated by
plotting the ratio of the estimated number of particles per
experiment and the true number of particles (NEST1_0/N)
against the occupancy rate. This resulted in a normalized
accuracy plot, with which the variability of the accuracy for
higher occupancy rates can be studied.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
All experiments were carried out with 2000 initial
particles. In figures 4 and 7, the data is organized as follows:
The top–left subplot (a) shows the sorted measured cluster
lengths for an arbitrarily chosen occupancy rate (0.91 for
identical particles, 0.42 for urea particles). The other subplots
represent the validation of the three relationships described
in the preceding section: equation 5 (subplot b), equation 7
(subplot c), and the combination of equations 5 and 7 (subplot
d). Figures 5 and 8 represent the normalized accuracy plots
for identical and urea particles, respectively.
EXPERIMENTS WITH IDENTICAL–DIAMETER 
PARTICLES (4.45 MM)
Fifty experiments were conducted with identical spherical
steel balls of 4.45 mm diameter. In figure 4a, the sorted
cluster lengths are shown from a single 2000–particle
experiment for a high–density flow (OR = 0.91). The shape
of the plot indicates a significant number of singles
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([0,300]), a linear increase for doubles ([300,600]), and
a seemingly non–linear increase for higher–order clusters.
The horizontal solid lines are the transitions between
cluster orders determined by thresholding. The measured
mean of the identical particles was 4.45 mm and the standard
deviation was 0.15 mm. The single–double transition is
therefore: 4.45 + (3  0.15) = 4.9 mm.
The first validation step was observing the relationship
OR
eER 1−= (eq. 5). Simulations had shown that this
relationship was independent of the diameter distribution of
the particles. In figure 4b, the occupancy rate is plotted
against the natural logarithm of the event ratio. The slope of
the no–intercept regression line is –0.99, yielding  = 1.01,
which is indeed very close to the simulation value of “1.”
The second validation step was observing the relationship
( )012 NNOR =  (eq. 7). This relationship is shown in
figure 4c. Again, a straight–line behavior was found, and the
slope of the no–intercept regression line is 1.04, or  = 0.96,
also close to the simulation value of “1.”
The third validation step was the product of the two
previous steps, and represents the complete Exponential
Estimator: ( )013 NNeER −= . Figure 4d plots the ratio of
doubles–singles against the natural logarithm of the event
ratio. A no–intercept straight line was fitted in an Ordinary
Least Squares sense, leading to a slope of –1.03, or  = 0.97.
Figure 5 shows the normalized accuracy (NEST1_0/N), in
which the total reconstructed number of particles was divided
by 2000 (that is, by the actual number of particles). The
(trivial) mean accuracy of the measurements was 1.00
(calibrated with  = 0.97 ) and the standard deviation was
0.03. The accuracy becomes significantly more variable for
occupancy rates higher than 0.5. This error could be reduced
by measuring with more particles (longer time period).
Figure 4. Measured sorted cluster lengths (OR = 0.91, 2000 initial particles) and functional relationships for identical–diameter particles (4.5 mm).
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Figure 5. Normalized accuracy (1) of Exponential Estimator from
50 identical particle experiments (2000 particles each).
EXPERIMENTS WITH UREA FERTILIZER
As in the identical–diameter case, the thresholding
process (determination of the transitions between the
measured cluster orders) requires measurement of the size
distribution of the particles. Figure 6 shows the diameter
distribution of urea fertilizer particles, as observed by the
mass flow sensor. This distribution was determined from a
test in which 600 randomly selected urea particles were
dropped individually through the sensor from a height of 5
cm. At the moment of detection, they reached a velocity of
about 1 ms–1. The mean of the distribution is 2.58 mm, and
the standard deviation is 0.41 mm. As the plot suggests, the
distribution is not normal. This was confirmed by a normality
test using the statistical analysis program JMP (Sall and
Lehman, 1996).
Figure 6. Measured diameter distribution of urea fertilizer determined
by dropping 600 particles individually through the optical sensor.
High–Density Urea Experiments
Ten experiments with urea fertilizer were conducted at
higher densities, with occupancy rates in the range
[0.25,0.42].  The sorted cluster lengths of a single experiment
(OR = 0.42) are shown in figure 7a. As in figure 4a, the
horizontal solid lines represent the transitions between
cluster orders. For example, according to the definition of
“thresholding”  for distributed–diameter particles, the
transition between singles and doubles is 2.58 + (3  0.41)
= 3.81 mm. Figure 7b plots the occupancy rate against the
natural logarithm of the event ratio. The straight–line
regression yielded a slope of –0.84, or  = 1.19. Simulation
showed that this value should be “1,” independent of the
distribution of the particle diameters. Figure 7c plots the ratio
of double–singles against the occupancy rate. The
straight–line regression resulted in a value for  of 0.57. The
parameter  was determined from a straight–line regression,
as shown in figure 7d, again with the origin as a fixed point.
It yielded a slope of –0.48, leading to  = 2.07.
In figure 8, the normalized accuracy of the Exponential
Estimator (NEST1_0/N) is plotted against the occupancy rate.
The (trivial) mean accuracy was 1.00 (calibrated with  =
2.07) and the standard deviation was 0.02, for a maximum
occupancy rate of 0.42.
Low–Density Urea Experiments
In aerial spreaders, the smallest fertilizer particles can
reach velocities up to 27 ms–1, depending on their location
within the spreader (Bansal, 1997). To test the sensor’s
detection–speed  limitations, experiments were carried out by
dropping particles into the fall pipe from a height of 1.40 m
under air suction, which created a low–density, high–velocity
flow. The mean velocity among 25 experiments was 14.6
ms–1. At this velocity, approximately 550 clusters per second
were detected, which shows that the sensor hardware is very
well suited to measure high–velocity mass flows. The
accuracy of the Exponential Estimator for low–density flows
was 1.00 (calibrated with  = 2.07, as determined in the
high–density urea experiments) and the standard deviation
was 0.04. The accuracy of the sensor may be expected to be
high under low–density conditions because most of the
particles are measured individually rather than as clusters.
COMPARISON OF SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENT RESULTS
In table 1, the parameters (, , and ) of the
Exponential Estimator are summarized for identical–diame-
ter particles and urea fertilizer particles in simulation and in
experiment.  For identical–diameter particles, the reconstruc-
tion algorithm proved to be quite accurate. In simulation, the
values for both  and  were found to be “1,” and the
measured values are close (1.01 and 0.96, respectively).
For urea fertilizer, the differences were found to be much
greater. In simulation,  was found to be “1” (independent
of the diameter distribution), but it was measured as 1.19.
Parameter  was found to be 1.8 in simulation, and it was
measured as 1.74. The most important parameter, 3, had a
value of 1.8 in simulation and was measured as 2.07. Whether
these differences must be attributed to the measurement
system, the simulation procedure, or the thresholding method
is presently unclear.
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Figure 7. Measured sorted cluster lengths (OR = 0.42, 2000 initial particles) and functional relationships for urea fertilizer particles.
Figure 8. Normalized accuracy (1) of Exponential Estimator from
10 urea fertilizer experiments (2000 particles each).
Table 1. Exponential Estimator parameters for
particles in simulation and experiment.
OR
eER 1
−
=
0
1
2 N
NOR = ( )013 NNeER −=
α1 α2 α3 (= α1α2)
Simulation
   Identical diameter 1 1 1
   Urea fertilizer 1 1.8 1.8
Experiment
   Identical diameter 1.01 0.96 0.97
   Urea fertilizer 1.19 1.74 2.07
The differences between simulation values and actual
measurements found here do not imply that the measurement
accuracy of the sensor is low. Rather, these differences imply
that parameters , , and  cannot be easily obtained by
manually dropping particles through the sensor and then
using the diameter distribution as simulation input to produce
an accurate calibration factor. Instead, a test similar to the
experiments described here needs to be carried out, and the
 value must be obtained from regression.
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CONCLUSIONS
A device was developed that measures the mass flow of
granular fertilizer in a high–density flow regime. By
measuring the lengths of particle clusters and using a
reconstruction algorithm based on simulation results, the
mass flow of identical 4.45 mm particles was measured with
an accuracy of 3% under high–density flow conditions. For
granular fertilizer, the flow was measured with an accuracy
of 2% for high–density/low–velocity flows, and 4% for
high–velocity/low–density  flows. All experiments were
carried out under laboratory conditions.
The detection speed of the optical sensor was quite
satisfactory. In some tests, over 550 clusters were detected
per second, but the accuracy deteriorates for occupancy rates
higher than 0.5. When the chosen time frame is longer, the
accuracy can be expected to improve because more clusters
would be involved in the measurements.
In practice, there would be a trade–off between rapidly
updated mass flow indication and accuracy. The optical
sensor should be placed in a location where the flow is
high–velocity/low–density. The optimal location is at the
rear of an aerial spreader, which is also advantageous when
retrofitting existing equipment.
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